
Frames and stable bases for subspaces of L2(IRd):the duality principle of Weyl-Heisenberg sets*Amos Ron y Zuowei ShenzAbstractWe announce selected results concerning Weyl-Heisenberg (=WH) frames and WHstable bases in d dimensions, d � 1. Of particular interest is the notion of the adjoint ofa WH set, and the duality principle which characterizes a WH (tight) frame in term ofthe stability (orthonormality) of its adjoint. The actions of taking adjoint and takingdual commute, hence the dual WH frame can be computed via the dual basis of theadjoint. Finally, for a large collection of WH frames a method for an exact computationof the frame bounds is presented.1 Frames, stable bases, and Weyl-Heisenberg sets de�nedLet X be a countable subset of L2(IRd). Let T := TX be the operatorT : `2(X)! L2(IRd) : c 7! Xx2X c(x)x:If T is well-de�ned and bounded, X is a Bessel set. If, in addition, H := ranT is closed, X isa frame. If T is also injective, X is a Riesz (or stable) basis. X is fundamental wheneverH = L2(IRd). Whenever X is a frame, there exists a well-de�ned linear bounded operatorfrom H onto the orthogonal complement of kerT , denoted here by T�1. The numbers kTk2,kT�1k2 are known as the Riesz (frame) bounds. The formal adjoint of T , T �, has the formT � : H ! `2(X) : f 7! (hf; xi)x2X :Frames can be used to decompose and reconstruct functions in H. For this purpose, oneneeds to complement the given frame by another one, the so-called dual frame which isde�ned as RX; with R := RX := (TXT �X)�1: In this regard, computing cf := T �RXf is thedecomposition of f , and computing TXcf is the reconstruction of f . A frame whose twoframe bounds coincide is a tight frame. General references on these topics are [1-3] whichcontain speci�c discussions of Weyl-Heisenberg sets (in one variable), and which containalso an extensive list of references. The results here are based on the methods developedin [4] for the analysis of shift-invariant frames and Riesz bases.A lattice K is the image AKZZd of an invertible linear map AK : IRd ! IRd. The volumejKj := j detAK j of the lattice K depends only on K. The dual lattice eK of K is the lattice* Supported by the National Science Foundation under Grants DMS-9000053, DMS-9102857, DMS-9224748, and by the United States Army under Contract DAAL03-G-90-0090.y Computer Science Dept., 1210 West Dayton St., University of Wisconsin, Madison, WI 53706 USA.z Dept. of Mathematics, National University of Singapore, 10 Kent Ridge Crescent, Singapore 0511.1



2 Amos Ron and Zuowei Shende�ned by eK := f` 2 IRd : ` � k 2 2�ZZ; all k 2 Kg: For example, the dual of hZZd is 2�h ZZd.Always, jKj j eKj = (2�)d:Let (K;L) be a pair of lattices, and let � be a �nite subset of L2(IRd). The Weyl-Heisenberg set (WHS) X := (K;L;�) is the collection (K;L;�) := fe`'(� � k) : ' 2 �; k 2K; ` 2 Lg; with e` : x 7! ei`�x: In this announcement we always assume that � is a singletonand refer then to X as a PWH set. Some of the stated results extend to general WH sets.2 The adjoint of a PWH set and the duality principleGiven a PWH set X = (K;L; '), we de�ne its adjoint as the PWH set X� := (eL; eK;').De�ning the density of X as �X := (2�)djKjjLj ; we see that �X�X� = 1: We call X = (K;L; ')self-adjoint whenever K = eL (which implies �X = 1), since then X = X�.Example 1. A univariate PWH set is of the form X = (K;L; ') = (pZZ; 2�qZZ; '),p; q > 0. Here, �X = (pq)�1. The adjoint set is X� = (ZZ=q; 2�ZZ=p; '), and its density is,indeed, pq. A conclusion: a univariate PWH X is self-adjoint i� its density is 1.Theorem 2. (The duality principle of WH sets).Let ' 2 L2(IRd) with k'k = 1, and let X be a PWH set generated by '. Then:(a) TX is injective if and only if TX� is surjective, i.e., if and only if X� is fundamental.(b) X is a Bessel set if and only if X� is one. In that case, kTX�k2 = �X�kTXk2.(c) X is a frame if and only if X� is a frame. In that case, kTX��1k2 = �X�kTX�1k2.(d) X is a tight frame if and only if X� is a tight frame.(e) X is a Riesz basis if and only if X� is a fundamental frame.(f) X is an orthonormal basis if and only if X� is a fundamental tight frame.Several extensions/improvements of known univariate results follow directly from The-orem 2. We mention here one of these: from (e), a self-adjoint X is a Riesz basis i� it is afundamental frame. A less obvious consequence of the duality principle is the following:Theorem 3. Let X be a PWH frame, X� its adjoint. Then the dual of its adjoint isthe adjoint of its dual; more precisely, RX�X� = (�X) 12 (RXX)�:The virtue of the last theorem is the following. Suppose that we seek the dual of afundamental PWH set X = (K;L; '). It is (essentially) known (and easy to see) that thedual has the form (K;L;  ), still, �nding/approximating  is in general a non-trivial task.On the other hand, by the duality principle, the adjoint X� is a Riesz basis whose dual ischaracterized by standard bi-orthogonality relations hence is easier to �nd.Theorem 2 (f) can be written explicitly as follows:Corollary 4. Let X be as in Theorem 2. Then X is a tight frame for L2(IRd) if andonly if the set fe`'(� � k) : (k; `) 2 (eL; eK)g is orthonormal.3 Zak transform analysis of compressible WH setsThe Zak transform is known to be an important tool in the analysis of univariate self-adjoint(and related) WH sets. We de�ne the multivariate analog of the transform as follows. First,let K be some lattice in IRd. Let K 3 k 7! ek 2 eK be any linear isomorphism. ThenUKZ f(w; t) :=Xk2K f(w � k)eek(t); f 2 L2(IRd):A lattice pair (K;L) compressible if the group eK \L has a �nite index in L, i.e., if eK \L isd-dimensional. (The univariate (pZZ; 2�qZZ) is compressible i� its density (pq)�1 is rational.)We de�ne � (resp. �) to be any set of representers for the quotient group L=(L \ eK) (resp.eK=(L \ eK)). The order of � is the compression factor of X, and the order of � is the



The duality principle of Weyl-Heisenberg frames 3decomposition factor of X. We then introduce a matrix eZX(w; t), (w; t) 2 IRd� IRd, indexedby ���, and referred to as the dual Zak matrix of X, with its (�; �0)-entry being de�nedas X2�(UL\eKZ '̂)(w +  � �; t)UL\eKZ '̂(w +  � �0; t):Example 5. Set X := (K;L; ') := (2�mZZ=n;ZZ; '), k'k = 1, m;n positive integers.Here, eK \ L = nZZ, and eK = nZZ=m, and hence we may choose � = nm ; 2 nm ; :::;m nm : Also,L = ZZ, hence we may choose � = 1; 2; :::; n: The compression factor here is n and thedecomposition factor is m. The dual Zak matrix is then an m�m matrix with (j; j0)-entrynXr=1(Xs2ZZ '̂(w + ns+ r + j nm )e2�s=n(t))(Xs2ZZ '̂(w + ns+ r + j0 nm )e2�s=n(t)):Theorem 6. Let X = (K;L; ') be a compressible WH set, and let eZ be its associateddual Zak matrix (de�ned a.e.) Let e�(w; t) (resp. e�(w; t)) be the largest (resp. smallest)eigenvalue of eZ(w; t). Then, for some constant c that depends only on jKj and jLj,(a) X is a Bessel set if and only if e� is essentially bounded. Also, kTXk2 = cke�kL1:(b) A Bessel set X is a fundamental frame if and only if e� is essentially bounded away fromzero. Also, kTX�1k2 = ck1=e�kL1 :(c) X is a fundamental tight frame if and only if eZ is the identity a.e.Theorem 7. Let X = (K;L; ') be a fundamental compressible PWH frame. Given(w; t) 2 IRd� IRd, let V = (v�)�2� be the vectors (in C�) v�() = UL\eKZ '̂(w+ � �; t): Let eV bethe dual basis of V , i.e., span eV = spanV , and the Gram matrix hV; eV i is the identity. Let  be the generator of the dual frame of X. Then UL\eKZ  ̂(w; t) = ev0(0):Theorem 7 implicitly claims that the vectors in V are linearly independent, making,thus, that condition necessary for X to be a fundamental frame. Also, one notices that Vis linearly independent only if #� � #�. Thus, we obtain an analogue of a well-knownunivariate result (cf. [1]): if X is a compressible fundamental frame, then�X = #�#� � 1:4 RemarksThe results of [4] are also useful for the analysis of wavelet frames. Details will appearelsewhere. It was brought to our attention that a univariate version of Corollary 4 is statedin [5], and that univariate results similar to Theorem 6 can be found in [6].References[1] I. Daubechies, The wavelet transform, time-frequency localization and signal analysis, IEEETrans. Inform. Theory 36 (1990), 961{1005.[2] Ten lectures on wavelets, CBMS conference series in applied mathematics, Vol 61, SIAM,Philadelphia, 1992.[3] C. Heil and D. Walnut, Continuous and discrete wavelet transforms, SIAM Review 31 (1989),628{666.[4] A. Ron and Z. W. Shen, Frames and stable bases for shift-invariant subspaces of L2(IRd), CMS-TSR # 94{xx, University of Wisconsin - Madison, Madison WI 53706, February 1994. Ftpsite: anonymous@stolp.cs.wisc.edu, �le frame1.ps.[5] R. Tolimiery and R.S. Orr, Characterization of Weyl-Heisenberg frames via Poisson summationrelationships, Proc. ICASSP 92-4 (1992), 277{280.[6] M. Zibulski and Y.Y. Zeevi, Matrix algebra approach to Gabor-scheme analysis, IEEE SP, toappear.


